
 

Electronic tQuest orders, information flow  

 

Stages of Orders 
There are 3 stages of an order on tQuest. Where the information about this order sits, and who can 

access it will depend on what stage an order is in the process.  

Stage 1 - Saved tests (incomplete) 

A test which has been Saved is considered an incomplete test. Most orders will never be in this stage 
as the requester will finish the test at the point of ordering, and thus bypass this stage.  
 
However, in the event that an order is saved, it will be considered incomplete and will only be 
accessible and visible from within the practice.  
 
This request will be listed in the Incomplete Tests tab in Location Report. An incomplete test can be 
edited or recorded as collected/sampled.  

 

Stage 2 - Ordered but not collected tests (partially complete) 

Orders that have been placed but not marked as collected become partially complete orders. They 

are visible outside of the practice in the Sampler molude, which allows other health professionals to 

access the order and also mark it as collected. It will not, however, be accessible at the lab. 

Orders that have been placed to be collected later, either on a specific or an unknown date, will fall 

into this category. When a patient has their test, be that at the GP practice, a Homerton Phlebotomy 

Clinic or in their own home, this order must be marked as collected in order for the laboratory to 

receive the electronic order.  

Partially complete tests will be visible in the workflow tab.  

Stage 3- Finished tests (complete) 

A test which has been Finished is considered a complete test. This request will be listed in the 
Complete Tests tab in Location Report. 
 
Orders that are placed for collection now and marked as finished at the point of ordering will 

immediately jump to this stage and be visible by the lab.  

 

Further Information  
For more information, please see tQuest – electronic diagnostic requests - GP Website 

(cityandhackneyccg.nhs.uk) 

 

https://gps.cityandhackneyccg.nhs.uk/practice-management/gp-it/tquest-ndash-electronic-diagnostic-requests
https://gps.cityandhackneyccg.nhs.uk/practice-management/gp-it/tquest-ndash-electronic-diagnostic-requests

